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STEIN COLLECTION EXHIBITS PROACTIVE PRACTICES AGAINST CORONAVIRUS
PARK CITY, Utah (March 5, 2020) – The health, safety and well-being of Stein Collection’s local, national, and
international guests and personnel are of the utmost importance at all of the award-winning properties: Stein Eriksen Lodge,
Stein Eriksen Residences, The Chateaux at Deer Valley, and The Residences at The Chateaux. In light of the heightened
awareness of coronavirus (COVID-19) cases, Stein Collection remains vigilant in its efforts to ensure the well-being of every
visitor and staff member.

As the issue evolves, Stein Collection continues to monitor statements and adhere to guidelines provided by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), and the local health departments. Stein
Collection properties are taking extra precautions for staff traveling domestically and internationally. Proper hygiene is
highly encouraged for all staff, including frequent hand washing, hand sanitizer products and stations set up for easy
employee access and use, covering of faces when coughing or sneezing, and staying home if staff members are not feeling
well. In the event of a coronavirus occurrence in Utah, an emergency preparedness plan will be enacted immediately.

All existing reservations are still valid. All room rates may vary and are subject to availability. Rates are per room, per night,
and do not include tax, resort fee, gratuity, or service charges, which vary by season and room type. The normal deposit,
resort fee, and cancellation policies still apply.

For more information about Stein Collection, any reservation policies, or their steadfast precautions against coronavirus,
please contact Jessica Turner at (435) 604-2793 or jturner@steinlodge.com.

###

About Stein Collection
Each managed property of Stein Collection sets the standard for authentic hospitality and remarkable service found only at our one-of-akind destinations. The Collection's winning heritage and personality is the natural extension of Olympic gold medalist downhill skier
Stein Eriksen, and his legendary dedication to perfection. Year-round, consistent, award-winning service is delivered to guests and owners
against the backdrop of world-renowned locations. The little touches, the celebrity treatment, and the legendary care we put into each
and every stay sets Stein Collection apart. Wherever you see the Stein Collection logo, you are putting a measure of true excellence into
your next escape. Stein Collection delivers perfect, legendary experiences.

